
 

 
Från: Nicholas Boden  

Skickat: den 1 oktober 2008 17:29 
Till: PAUL OLORENSHAW 

Kopia: Magnus Jansson 

Ämne: Re: Mastercare 
 
Hi Paul 
 
Thanks for the email.  

 
We have been using Mastercare in Malaysia for the last 18 months in practices which are very 
sports intensive. As I am sure Magnus will have informed you, my background is very much 

entrenched with Sport. I was involved with the South African Men’s Hockey team and Students 
team in a Sports Chiropractic and technical capacity from 1999 to 2004 attending numerous sports 
events from the All African Games, Manchester Commonwealth Games and Athens Olympics. I was 

involved in training the doctors and physiotherapists that volunteered in the polyclinic in Beijing at 
the Olympics. 
 
As a sports therapy type device, the Mastercare makes a tremendous amount of sense. The mini is 
particularly useful since it is portable. Most sports such as cricket and rugby, which Craig is 
involved in are very ‘compressive’ in the nature of the biomechanics involved. This is particularly 
true of fast bowlers, and the tight five in rugby. The controlled longitudinal traction with the 

dynamic nature of the moving portion of the table in the professional version, makes for an 
excellent way to decompress the spine, stretch muscles and ligaments and allows for physical 
therapy to take place for the first time in a ‘distracted position’. IN other words, since the table is 
so stable and the patient is locked in, a lot of the myofascial release, stretching, dry needling, 
electrotherapy and joint mobilization/manipulation techniques can take place in 15 or 30 degrees of 

inversion.  Also since the intervertebral discs require ‘movement’ for nourishment, the inversion 
forces could encourage better nourishment of the nucleus pulposis.  

 
The A3 version of the table is stable enough to take up to 150 kg of weight and allows for a good 
stretching routine to be performed actively by the athlete, while strapped in and inverted. 
 
The table has been used successfully with the Swedish Winter Olympics team but I am sure 
Magnus could give your more information on the European uses. I believe it’s also used by the 

Belgian tennis physio, and she uses the ‘treatment in distraction position’. These details can be 
confirmed with Mastercare Sweden. 
 
I hope this helps Craig in his efforts with the English Cricket and Lions rugby team. I really 
shouldn’t be giving such trade secrets away, being a South African and an avid cricket and 
springbok rugby supporter :) 
 

Let me know if I can be of any other assistance. 
 
Best regards 
 
Dr. Nick Boden  
 
Chiropractic Physician 

KL Integrated Healthcare Centre Sdn Bhd 
Suite A-5-2 
Megan Avenue II 
12 Jalan Yap Kwan Seng 
KL 
50450 
Tel: 03 21661599 

Fax: 03 21660599 
skype: drboden 


